ABSTRACT With the widespread popularity of Internet-enabled devices, mobile users can request and receive messages anytime and anywhere, which facilitates information feedback for smart city management. However, few people are willing to reflect or report some violations of law and discipline around them, and more people choose to ignore. In general, there are two major reasons for this phenomenon. First, reporting with a real name is highly recommended, but it is difficult to send trusted and reliable reporting messages without revealing the reporter's identity. Second, generally no benefit, users usually lack the motivation to report due to worrying about being retaliated. In this paper, we propose an effective anonymous reporting system called ReportCoin, a novel Blockchain-based incentive anonymous reporting system. ReportCoin guarantees user identity privacy and reporting message reliability throughout the reporting process. On the one hand, ReportCoin allows nondeterministic mobile users to vote the reporting by signing and to send anonymous announcements in the non-fully trusted network. On the other hand, ReportCoin motivates users with incentives to report without worrying about the disclosure of identity information to be retaliated. Meanwhile, account information and transaction records in ReportCoin are open, transparent, and tamperresistant. The theoretical analysis and extensive experimental results show that ReportCoin is efficient and practical.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile internet and big data, mobile terminal users can leverage the pervasive wireless devices to collect and send data from all walks of life more efficiently than the single centralized organization, which is beneficial for the management of smart city. However, there is something sensitive that is affecting social management or behavior that someone has witnessed that it feels is unsafe, such as grievances, discrimination, privacy violation, and unsafe working conditions so on, which is not known to the relevant law enforcement or administration. Therefore, information source mobile terminal users need to respond to the relevant law enforcement or administration and report the unsafe event or behavior. Reporting has become one concrete
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form of feedbacking information and promoting smart city management, which will bring a safer social environment. In this paper, we target at building a novel secure and reliable anonymous system with incentives in smart city, meeting the needs of challenging applications.
The existing anonymous reporting system, such as YOUR VOICE and SAY SOMETHING, can protect the true identity of the reporter from being known by other users, but the security and reliability of the centralized structure has always caused people's concerns, and there is no guarantee that they will not disclose the reporter' private information. Thus, realizing an effective and reliable anonymous reporting system is an urgent problem to be solved. Until the birth of Bitcoin [1] , compared to the existing centralized anonymous reporting system, the Blockchain-based anonymous reporting system is more secure, reliable, and environmentally friendly for smart city management.
Blockchain is a novel exploration of network world operating rules and technologies, and blockchain technology is considered to be a disruptive core technology after wheels, rails, electricity, and the Internet. In 2008, Satoshi firstly proposed cryptocurrency named Bitcoin, which is a peer-to-peer digital currency based on blockchain technology [1] . Later, blockchain has received much attention due to autonomy, anonymity, and immutability. Particularly, it has become a hot topic in both industry and academia. Moreover, in Blockchain-based communication networks, there is not a unified center, data is stored in a distributed manner and each node is coordinate. For better management in smart city, different from the traditional centralized system, the novel anonymous reporting system should be secure, reliable, transparent, and tamper-resistant. The properties of Blockchain satisfy all the requirements of the novel anonymous reporting system.
As privacy problem is gradually concerned [2] - [5] , especially for anonymous reporting, users pay special attention to whether their private information has been leaked. Though there are also a small number of fearless people who choose to report with real name under great risk conditions, which may bring unpredictable damage to themselves or their families. There are three main challenges in building a secure and reliable anonymous reporting system.
(i) The reporting messages may contain user-related private information, such as user identities, which should be hidden during the reporting process. However, the authenticity and reliability of anonymous reporting information cannot be guaranteed, decreasing the credit of reporting announcement messages, which is hard to convince others or lead to the attention of law enforcement and administration. The reliability of anonymous reporting information needs to be considered.
(ii) Mobile users lack the incentive to provide reporting messages due to identity privacy disclosure. Reporting with real name makes the reporters suffered from retaliation, even causing harm to their family and property. Therefore, it leads to a low level of reporting enthusiasm for citizens in real life and a negative attitude towards injustice and grievances around them, which may become a hidden danger that hinders the stability and prosperity of the smart city.
(iii) The reporting messages in the anonymous reporting system should be open, transparent, and tamper-resistant. Otherwise, the authenticity and reliability of reporting messages is under question, which is the drawback of traditional centralized systems. It is difficult to guarantee that this third-party centralized system is absolutely safe and trusted.
Improved work [6] - [8] proposed threshold authentication and group signature technology to deal with the challenges of anonymity and reliability in the process of anonymous reporting. However, the heavy workload and lack of incentives make these improved solutions unable to function effectively. It is necessary to propose a novel anonymous reporting system with incentives to respond to these challenges. Thus, we introduced the idea of blockchain to build a novel decentralized anonymous reporting system. There are two main reasons for using blockchain in our system. The first one is that blockchain-based networks are open and transparent, and promising in recording credit data with the good properties of tamper-resistance and decentralization. The blockchain converts trust in people or institutions into trust in the system and any human intervention will not work, guaranteeing the reliability of anonymous reporting messages. The second is that Blockchain can provide a better incentive mechanism to encourage mobile users to perform anonymous reporting without the worry of identity information disclosure.
Based on the above reasons, we propose a novel Blockchain-based incentive anonymous reporting system for the management in smart city, named ReportCoin. The system consists of two parts: (1) the anonymous reporting communication protocol; (2) the Blockchain-based incentive mechanism, which are illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In summary, our specific constructions mainly include as follows:
(1) As far as we know, ReportCoin, a novel decentralized anonymous reporting system, is firstly proposed for the management in smart city. ReportCoin is a framework of a decentralized peer-to-peer (p2p) system using the blockchain technology, which can ensure user identity security and reporting reliability, simultaneously increasing the trust among mobile users in the non-fully trusted network. We use Blockchain-based network to build accounts and record transactions so that users' behavior is in privacy-preserving without loss of reliability. ReportCoin improves the security and reliability of anonymous reporting system and provides transparent and tamper-resistance, Privacy-preserving has a larger scope of definition and our proposed solution mainly protects the user's identity privacy (anonymity), which is not truly realized in the centralized system.
(2) We propose an anonymous reporting protocol ReportAnnouncement in ReportCoin, the improved adaptive (r, t) algorithm based on reputation increases the success rate of anonymous reporting replying. Furthermore, using unique identifiers of mobile users is effective against malicious replying attack, which makes the anonymous reporting system more effective and secure in the actual application process.
(3) We combine smart contracts with zero knowledge proof to propose a novel Blockchain-based incentive mechanism in ReportCoin. Each mobile user owns an independent account and initially there will be certain tokens named Rcoins for each account. Due to the existence of smart contracts, every behavior of mobile terminal users in the anonymous reporting system will generate a corresponding transaction, including the records of spending or earning the corresponding tokens.
(4) We implement ReportCoin systematically in the simulation of specific traffic violation reporting system in Network Simulator 2 and Java Runtime Environment 1.8. The simulation results indicate that ReportCoin is effective, efficient, and practical for Blockchain-based anonymous reporting in smart city.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present the overview and design goals of ReportCoin in Section II and review the related work in Section III. The preliminaries are introduced in Section IV. We present the proposed anonymous reporting communication protocol ReportAnnouncement in Section V and the details of Blockchain-based incentive mechanism in ReportCoin that illustrate how ReportAnnouncement works effectively with an incentive mechanism based on Blockchain in Section VI. We provide a detailed analysis of our proposed system performance and simulation results in Section VII. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VIII.
II. OVERVIEW AND DESIGN GOALS A. OVERVIEW OF REPORTCOIN
We have defined two entities in the proposed anonymous reporting system: (1) mobile terminal users: Users are general mobile users, including mobile phone and vehicles, etc. In ReportCoin, mobile users are the main participants in this system, and they can perform peer-to-peer interactions within the system, including receiving and sending anonymous reporting messages, conducting transactions and so on; (2) the Interplanetary File System (IPFS): IPFS is a distributed data storage protocol, which is content addressed, allocating a unique hash for each stored file. It has a good deduplication mechanism without the limitation of central server. In addition, data uploaded in the system can be stored permanently. For data with high-frequency requests, IPFS will create duplicate data along the request path, which can be directly read locally on the next request. In summary, IPFS is a secure, high-throughput, content addressed block storage model that supports high-capacity storage and high concurrent access [9] . Bitcoin's transaction data can be up to tens of thousands of bytes in size, typically at least two hundred bytes. And an IPFS hash is only a few tens of bytes [10] . Therefore, we consider storing the transaction data in IPFS and storing the returned IPFS hash in the block, thereby achieving a large reduction in storage space.
For constructing an effective and efficient reporting announcement network, the proposed system ReportCoin mainly contains two parts. The first part is reporting announcement protocol, named ReportAnnouncement, in which threshold authentication technology improves the adaptability and flexibility of communications in an untrusted environment and provides a higher level of privacy and reliability for anonymous reporting communication in ReportCoin. We initialize the roles of mobile users as follows: An Initiator finds an illegal or disciplinary event and wants to invite other witness or insiders to work as Repliers to approve of his/her reporting announcement by signing with corresponding digital signatures, then the announcement containing reporting information and responses from Repliers generates.
The other part is applying the Blockchain-based incentive mechanism to the communication environment of ReportAnnouncement. Several addresses will be assigned to each user in ReportCoin who owns a digital credit account. reputation points called the Rcoins will be attached to each account. When mobile users find or collect some illegal and disciplinary or sensitive events and then they can spend some Rcoins to make an anonymous reporting announcement to report these events to get others' responses. In ReportCoin, after verified successfully, a witness user will gain a small number of Rcoins for replying to the reporting request from other mobile users. Meanwhile, the initial reporting mobile user can also gain a large number of Rcoins after generating a valid reporting announcement to the related management department after verification.
In ReportCoin, all transactions resulting from peer-topeer communication among mobile users are performed in a blockchain environment. Once the reporting transactions are generated, the initial mobile users will broadcast the transactions to other mobile terminals around, other mobile terminals can reply and approve the validity of transactions. After that, the validity of transactions can be confirmed by consensus nodes in the blockchain network, which is served by other mobile terminal users. Finally, miners can submit valid transactions to the current block on the chain for further confirmation.
B. DESIGN GOALS OF REPORTCOIN
We aim to design a safe, reliable, and tamper-resist anonymous reporting system in smart city. Based on the proposed ReportAnnouncement and incentive mechanism, ReportCoin has the following properties:
1) ANONYMITY
User authentication technology can ensure the privacy in the anonymous reporting communication and the requests, announcements, and the transactions generated in Blockchain network do not leak any private information about the mobile terminal sources (anonymity), which satisfies the anonymity requirement. Because of Blockchain-based privacy features, any two data cannot be associated with the same data source. Moreover, ReportCoin is different from the traditional anonymity solution. In ReportCoin, transactions 65546 VOLUME 7, 2019 records are relatively independent and do not contain any sensitive attributes related to mobile users, which is also resistant to linking attacks.
2) RELIABILITY
After publishing an anonymous reporting announcement, the announcement will be signed by several trusted mobile witnesses nearby, which satisfies truthfulness. Based on Blockchain and threshold authentication, each user with a certain amount of storage space and computing capability can work as a full node and manage the entire blockchain by downloading a backup of all transactions, in which each transaction corresponds to the phases in the reporting communication network. As a result, a mobile source is not able to forge a reporting message and deny sending reporting messages. Additionally, due to the tamper-resistance of Blockchain, the announcements and confirmed transactions cannot be modified with authorization in the blockchain network.
3) INCENTIVE
ReportCoin motivates mobile users with incentives named Rcoins to publish anonymous reporting information via announcements, which is the same as replying and verifying. After the reporting announcements are verified and added to the block, the initial reporters, the repliers, and the verifiers in the blockchain will be rewarded.
4) WARNING
Due to the public and transparent properties of blockchain, once the anonymous reporting information is verified and confirmed successfully, and then added to the blockchain. The reporting information can be open to everyone, in which the reported events will serve as a warning to alert other mobile users to prevent similar inappropriate behaviors.
III. RELATED WORK
In ReportCoin, our proposed reporting announcement protocol is related to threshold authentication and our proposed Blockchain-based incentive mechanisms mainly include the reputation mechanism, the currency incentive mechanism, and the reciprocity mechanism. There is some existing work about them.
A. THRESHOLD AUTHENTICATION
In general, the communications among the mobile terminals in the mobile internet environment are non-fully trusted. The threshold number will be set in the confirmation of messages. Only if the threshold is met will the receiver acknowledge the message. Threshold authentication proposed in [11] is an effective solution to prove the reliability of messages. Moreover, for threshold authentication without increasing the network overhead, messages aggregation in a peer-to-peer mobile network is feasible.
To ensure the privacy of user data in the mobile environment, the messages should be forwarded anonymously during the communication process, especially reporting messages. However, several attacks [12] - [15] like Sybil attack have aroused strong concern from all sectors of society, which leads users to think about the trade-off between information privacy and reliability. In general, user privacy and message reliability are especially important in a peer-to-peer mobile network in smart city and have become hot topics to be studied.
Mahalle et al. [16] proposed a threshold cryptographybased group authentication (TCGA) scheme for the Internet of Things, which verifies the authenticity of all the devices taking part in group communication. In their scheme, the malicious users' frequent attacks would decrease efficiency. Lin et al. [17] proposed a two-tier device-based authentication protocol against PUEA (Primary User Emulation Attack) attacks for mobile Applications. However, the reliability and performance could be impacted by node mobility. Zhang et al. [18] developed an optimal energy charging scheme for the mobile node with a threshold structure. The scheme outperforms conventional baseline schemes. Zhang et al. [19] presented a two-party distributed signing protocol, which is the first fast threshold cryptography protocol for the identity-based signature scheme described in the IEEE P1363 standard. This solution doesn't work for real-world scenarios. Sun et al. [20] proposed the gait-based identity authentication to authenticate the user's identity.
In traditional vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), there are many threshold authentication algorithms proposed to prove messages reliability. Zhang et al. [21] leveraged group signature to solve the related problems in vehicular announcement networks. However, the private key is shared among group users, which may pose a threat to security in a privacy scheme. In the most recent work, Shao et al. [6] designed a novel anonymous threshold authentication mechanism on the basis of a traditional decentralized group model. The scheme achieved anonymity and reliability and dealt with the problem of message relevance simultaneously. Azees et al. [22] proposed an efficient anonymous authentication scheme to avoid malicious vehicles entering into the VANET with a tracing method. However, without incentives, users lack the enthusiasm to forward messages.
To sum up, traditional solutions can protect users' privacy to a certain extent, but for an environment that is not completely trusted, traditional solutions still have security flaws. At the same time, the lack of incentives is also difficult to keep the system active enough for a long time.
In recent years, more researchers use blockchain for secure and efficient data sharing in vehicular networks, existed work [23] - [25] proposed a blockchain-based data sharing scheme to ensure privacy and high-quality data sharing among vehicles, in which Roadside Units (RSUs) are set to manage vehicular data or work as verifiers to reach consensus. But the RSUs are semi-trusted because they are usually distributed along the road without strong security protection, which is vulnerable to being compromised by attackers. Furthermore, Malik et al. [26] propose the Certificate Authority (CA) to store the Pseudo IDs of vehicles along with their certificate and the pointer corresponding to the entry in the blockchain, increasing the secure risks. Because of serious security and privacy challenge caused by RSUs, some researchers combine blockchain with edge computing to achieve secure data storage and sharing in vehicular edge networks, which efficiently prevent data sharing without authorization [27] - [29] . But this has certain performance requirements for mobile terminals.
B. INCENTIVE MECHANISM AND BLOCKCHAIN
To present the trusted relationship between users in the network, trust network is proposed in [30] . In trust network, there are multiple nodes and each node has a corresponding reputation. Other mobile users can identify whether a node is honest or malicious in the network easily through observing the reputation value. Due to this simple judgment process, reputation is widely applied in the digital currency of the decentralized network and Sybil-tolerant network. In 2008, a person named Nakamoto proposed Bitcoin through the Bitcoin white paper [1] , which is considered as a kind of decentralized anonymous cryptocurrency developed based on Blockchain. However, because of the decentralization, the association between different addresses cannot be obtained by tracing the corresponding transactions. Therefore, there exists a lot of research work focusing on transaction privacy, such as Zerocash [31] .
Additionally, the transactions need to be verified to reach agreement in the Blockchain-based network. To deal with the problem, there are some agreement algorithms used in Blockchain, such as Proof-of-Work [1] , Proofof-Stake, Delegated Proof-of-Stake [32] and Consensus Algorithm [33] .
C. PROPOSED SOLUTION
In this current society, there are many unfair or disciplinary violations. But few people are willing to report these violations to the management department in smart city. The risk of privacy leakage and no benefits reduce or even suppress the enthusiasm of user response [34] . The reduction in enthusiasm also makes the previous implementation of secure communication schemes somewhat impractical. For ReportCoin, we firstly propose a novel anonymous reporting communication protocol based on a blockchain network, which maintains the security and reliability of the reporting messages simultaneously. To encourage the mobile terminal users to collect information and report, proposed ReportCoin meets the requirement of incentives, which increases the user's enthusiasm to conduct reporting rewarded by tokens without revealing any private information about the current user. As far as we know, ReportCoin, as interdisciplinary research work, representing the novel system realizes forwarding reporting announcements communication with incentives in wireless ad hoc networks (WANETs) based on Blockchain.
IV. PRELIMINARIES A. RING SIGNATURE
Ring signature is a digital signature scheme originally proposed by Rivest et al. [35] . Ring signature is a simplified group signature and only ring members in the ring signature have no managers and do not need cooperation between ring members. Ring signature guarantees correctness, anonymity, and unforgeability. Based on the ring signature algorithm, Shamir [36] firstly proposed the cryptography on the threshold, in which messages can be shared among members of the group if the number of participants is more than t. To solve the problem of incomplete credibility between users, Bresson et al. [7] proposed the improved scheme based on threshold ring signature technique, which is a message authentication method with the ring size r and the threshold t. After more than t participating users sign it with their own public keys, the message is approved to be valid. The ring signature method ensures that the actual signers are still in all r users on the ring. While in the traditional signature method, all of the private keys of ring participants are needed to generate threshold signatures, because they assume there are no attackers among members on the ring.
Therefore, due to the presented problems above, for previous research work [37] , [38] , there is a lack of privacy preserving in the process of anonymous reporting and reliability requirements also cannot be satisfied. Firstly, mobile users are non-deterministic and who will join this ring in advance is uncertain. Secondly, mobile users are not in trust for a long period and they cannot share private keys with each other. Finally, the algorithm must be efficient due to the presence of a large number of nodes. Thus, these problems must be solved in the mobile reporting network.
B. ZERO KNOWLEDGE PROOF
Zero Knowledge Proof (ZKP) was proposed by Goldwasser et al. [39] in the early 1980s, which refers to the certifier being able to believe that a certain assertion is correct without providing any useful information to the verifier. ZKP is essentially a protocol involving two or more parties, a series of steps required to complete a task. The prover proves to the verifier and believes that he or she knows or owns a message, but the attestation process will not disclose any private information about the certified message to the verifier.
C. PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY
Public-key cryptography (PKC) is a milestone in the development of modern cryptography. This type of cryptographic algorithm requires a pair of keys: a public key and a private key. If the data is encrypted with a public key, it can only be decrypted with the corresponding private key; if the data is encrypted with a private key, it can only be decrypted with the corresponding public key. Therefore, this algorithm can also be called asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. In Blockchain, each user has a pair of keys, one public and the other private, so the public key cryptographic algorithm is based on Elliptic Curves Cryptography (ECC) [40] , [41] . Using the ECC algorithm, the user can use his private key to sign the transaction information, while other users can use the corresponding public key to verify the signature. CombinedPublic Keys (CPK) [42] is also an important public key encryption method, which was developed from the traditional Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC). Du et al. [43] proposed an improved scheme based on ECC and CPK. To simplify the authentication and reduce encryption time consumption, we combine ZKP with ECC and CPK to make our solution more efficient.
D. MERKLE HASH TREE
Merkle Hash Tree is a type of hash-based binary tree or multifork tree. The value of the leaf node is usually the hash value of the data block, instead of the value of the leaf node, which is the combined result of all child nodes' hash value. Tree Signature was firstly proposed as a certified digital signature in [44] and widely used in PKC [45] later. Merkle Hash Tree was applied to generate the hash index that maps to the transaction records [1] .
E. CONSENSUS MECHANISM
From the perspective of the decentralized ledger system, each node joining the system must keep a complete ledger, but each node cannot perform accounting operations at the same time. Because the nodes are in different environments and receive different messages. If recorded at the same time, will inevitably lead to inconsistency and confusion of the ledger. To implement a distributed anonymity reporting network on a peer-to-peer basis, we choose to use a proof-of-work (PoW) mechanism. The proof-of-work involves scanning for a value that when hashed, such as with SHA-256, the hash begins with a number of zero bits. The average work required is exponential in the number of zero bits required and can be verified by executing a single hash [1] .
V. PROPOSED ANONYMOUS REPORTING ANNOUNCEMENT PROTOCOL
In this section, we propose an anonymous reporting announcement protocol called ReportAnnouncement. Unlike traditional authentication mechanism, our proposed anonymous reporting communication protocol is implemented under a non-fully-trusted network environment in smart city, where mobile users don't know and trust with each other. Thus, the mobile users who will sign for their participations in ReportAnnouncement cannot be distinguished, which protects the identity privacy of mobile users.
A. BASIC IDEA AND INITIAL SETTING
ReportAnnouncement focuses on the crowdsensing application of anonymous reporting announcements on a peer-to-peer basis towards mobile internet in smart city, which leverages the pervasive mobile users to collect data efficiently and report some unfair or disciplinary violations. In our anonymous reporting network, all users are mobile and they randomly discover events and collect sensitive data. Therefore, we suppose that the proportion of malicious users is much smaller than that of honest users in a certain area. Meanwhile, the transmission area of anonymous reporting is as close as possible to where the reported event occurs, which will better ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the report announcement. Finally, there is an account that is managed by mobile users individually, like a secure enclave that stores important information about them independently. To prevent tampering and protect the privacy of mobile users, all encryption calculation processes and related usage parameters should be kept independently, which is widely adopted in most of data privacy protection schemes in smart city. To implement an anonymous reporting system towards mobile internet, we design ReportAnnouncement as the following example:
Example: Alice discovers a parking violation on the road and would like to send an anonymous reporting announcement to the relevant authorities without revealing her privacy. To make such an anonymous reporting announcement message trustworthy or reliable, Alice needs to cooperate with other witnesses around this violation event in a certain area. To do this, firstly Alice initiates the reporting request based on the actual situation and broadcasts it to others at a certain distance away from the event location for obtaining the response and confirmation of reporting message. Once the number of responding users reaches the setting threshold, Alice will forward the reporting message confirmed by t witnesses (t is the threshold for confirmation and adaptive, including herself) to other mobile users. Suppose John is nearby and receives the reporting announcement, he can go to the event location and check the reporting message's authenticity and reliability. Once reporting announcement is added to the blockchain, then the relevant management department can receive and process accordingly. For a better description of ReportAnnouncement, we have an initial definition of mobile user roles and packages. As shown in Table 1 , I, R and V all are mobile users, in which I is the Initiator, R is the Replier and V is the Verifier. I is a reporting Initiator to publish an announcement, R is to reply the announcement with its own private signature and V can verify the announcement. Meanwhile, to accomplish ReportAnnouncement in smart city, the data packets transmitted in the anonymous reporting communication network are defined in three forms according to their roles, respectively include the request data packets of RQP, RRP, and RAP, which ensure smooth communication among mobile users. Three types of request packets will be described in detail as follows.
1) REPORTING REQUEST PACKET (RQP)
As shown in Table 1 , RQP refers to a type of request packets generated by Initiator and broadcast to other mobile users in a certain range, which are called the witnesses of the reported event. The purpose of sending an RQP is to require other users to witness the reporting event, if true, sign in it with their own private signature. In particular, RQP contains the following information: the reporting messages including the announcement identity AID, the announcement type RTYPE, the timestamp RTIME, the reported identity RID and the reported location LocX and LocY. The large group of r value (the size r of the ring) and the threshold value t will be adaptively adjusted according to the geographic location, user sparseness and reputation.
2) REPORTING REPLY PACKET (RRP)
RRP refers to a type of reply packets generated by Repliers and responded to the Initiator. When received the initial reporting packets, if an honest witness wants to respond positively to the reporting message, he/she can add his/her digital signature to the request packet and then return it to Initiator. In particular, if a mobile user receives multiple request packets about the same event in a period of time and wants to work as a witness to respond positively to them, in order to avoid congestion, the request reply algorithm should be designed as follows.
3) REPORTING AGGREGATED PACKET (RAP)
RAP refers to a type of aggregated packets that generated by Initiator and sent to others for verification near the event location, which contains a reporting announcement and signature information of all participating users.
B. PHASE DESCRIPTION OF REPORTANNOUNCEMENT
In order to better detail the reporting communication process, we have defined five phases in ReportAnnouncement as follows:
1) INITIAL SETUP PHASE
ReportCoin creates public-private key pairs for the mobile users in ReportAnnouncement and the private key is saved by the user self. The private key will be used to sign in the process of signature.
2) REQUEST PHASE
A mobile user walks on the road and finds a car violation, he/she wants to report this situation and becomes I with his/her willingness, who also can be rewarded for a correct reporting announcement. Then, the Initiator collects the relevant information, such as time, location, event and reported object, and forwards an RQP including this information to other around witness through wireless transmission for inviting them to join and reply this announcement.
3) REPLY PHASE
After receiving this announcement, if the witness agrees with the reporting announcement of I, he/she will sign this reporting announcement with his/her own private signature combined with other users' public keys and forward an RRP back to I and become R.
4) PUBLISH ANNOUNCEMENT PHASE
Once reaching the adaptive threshold t, I will forward a RAP to other mobile users around for verification, including general users or related management department.
5) VERIFICATION PHASE
Any user like general user or related management department receiving the RAP can compete to become V to verify the authenticity and reliability of RAP.
The whole construction of ReportAnnouncement is as follows:
Setup: Define G as a set of data points on an elliptic curve. P represents the generation function of G. And define H as a hash function used in blockchain network.
Assume that there are n mobile terminal users, it will do the following steps:
(a) Generates n 256bit random byte strings (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) for the n mobile users, and computes K i = k i P, where k i ∈ (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) (b) Selects SHA-3 as the hash function H.
(c) Selects a set of private keys X = (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ) and defines it as the master private-key vector.
(d) Selects a set of public keys Y = (K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K n ) and defines it as the master public-key vector.
(e) Defines (G, Y , H) as the system public parameters and broadcasts them.
The identities UID of the mobile users are the device number, which are different depending on the type of device. For example, for a mobile terminal user, the device number is the IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity). For every user with identity, use the hash function H to calculate the 160bit digest value as the account address Addr of the mobile user, which is used for the transaction. Before sending a request, the reporting user will send data packets through the wireless ad hoc network to determine the number of neighbor nodes.
Request: Assume that in a violation scenario, when the mobile user moves to this location and discovers a car violation, he/she can work as I and carry out the following steps:
(a) Creates an anonymous reporting announcement Msg based on actual conditions, including reporting announcement identity AID, violation location Loc, violation identity UID, violation time, reporter Addr, etc.
(b) Gets the number of neighbor nodes, which plays import roles in the ring signature during the replying phase, and we will discuss them later.
(c) Selects (UID 1 ,UID 2 , . . . ,UID r−1 ) from mobile users near the location, let U = (UID 1 ,UID 2 , . . . ,UID r−1 ).
(d) Generates a random one-time private key m for all users, calculates the corresponding public key M = mG, then computes an authentication set V i = mK i (V i ∈ (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V r )) and generates a random challenge C based on Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP).
(e) Sets the minimum threshold t = 3 for reporting announcements and r is three times of t. To determine the threshold t according to the reputation points of mobile users, the higher the reputation points, the more credible the user is. We use the adaptive mechanism as shown follows:
R coins is the number of reporter's Rcoins. Defines this RQP, the reported event description Msg, the threshold value t, the ring size r, the one-time public key M , the authentication set (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V r ), and the random challenge C as an RQP.
(f) Broadcasts the RQP through WiFi covering all the neighbor nodes to invite other witnesses to reply.
Reply: for each replier, if R wants to join and reply to this reporting announcement, R needs to do the following steps:
(a) Gets {Msg, t, r, M , (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V r ), C} from the receiving RQP, uses the own private key k and M to compute the V i = kM .
(b) Traverses the authentication set (V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V r ) and finds the index value j of V i .
(c) Generates an array Arr consisting of r − 1 random numbers, an empty list L of length r and a random number a. Calculates the signature Sig = (Arr, X ) as follows:
. . .
Then
so
. . , V r )) and defines it as the RRP. Then, R sends the RRP back to the I.
Announcement:
After broadcasting the initial RQP, I will remain to wait until receiving the returned RRPs from other repliers. When the number of returned RRPs reaches the setting threshold t, I will extract the signatures from RRPs and combine them with the forgery signatures generated in the reply phase to create a threshold ring signature in RAP and broadcast the RAP: 
and
compares X 1 with that in the corresponding RRP. If not the same, V will consider the signature to be invalid and reject it. Otherwise, V will accept the signature and calculate h 2 , X 2 , . . . , h r , X r . If all the results are in one-to-one correspondence with the signature value, the signatures of the respond announcement are successfully verified, otherwise fail. Meanwhile, V will also verify t according to the tokens contained in the reporter's transaction records. When the number of successful verification reaches the threshold t, the reporting announcement is regarded as valid and packaged into the block. 
VI. PROPOSED BLOCKCHAIN-BASED INCENTIVE MECHANISM IN REPORTCOIN
In order to solve the problem of a lack of enthusiasm in the anonymous reporting network, we propose the novel Blockchain-based incentive mechanism in ReportCoin, which is able to work well with ReportAnnouncement, encouraging mobile users to honestly forward the true reporting announcements. Next, we will present the incentive framework based on Blockchain, definitions, and protocols in detail.
A. BASIC IDEA AND INITIAL SETTING
To better distinguish and manage mobile users in ReportCoin, each mobile user is associated with an independent digital credit account, which is used to store reputation points called Rcoins. Under the positive promotion of incentive mechanism, the users are willing to send and receive reporting information to increase their Rcoins. Existing work [46] , [47] has presented that this incentive mechanism is suitable for crowdsourcing and ad hoc networks. Due to the lack of privacy protection mechanism, they are not suitable for anonymous reporting announcement network, which cannot protect user's identity privacy to prevent retaliation. We create independent accounts and conduct transactions in the blockchain network. Due to the privacy of the blockchain, the users' identity privacy and transaction privacy can be protected without loss of reliability. In order to better describe the proposed incentive mechanism, the reward setting is shown in Table 2 .
B. COOPERATION WITH REPORTANNOUNCEMENT
For a more detailed description, we present a typical anonymous reporting scenario of ReportCoin in Table 3 . A mobile can behave as I, R, and V as we proposed in Section V. For a new user, there are few Rcoins to send more than one reporting announcement initially. To gain more coins, the mobile users have no choice but to join the reporting and behave as R to response to reporters' RQPs. After keeping enough Rcoins, he/she can choose to work as I and send RQP about the reporting event later for two reasons: one is to gain more Rcoins through reporting a violation; the other is to feedback information for better management in smart city. Sending a reporting request will cost Rcoins, which prevents malicious users from sending meaningless or fraudulent requests in ReportAnnouncement network. If have saved enough Rcoins, mobile users can use Rcoins to deduct a certain amount of fine for their own violations, meanwhile, they can also post the task of finding a parking space. Thus, this incentive mechanism can enhance the enthusiasm of users to participate in reporting, promote the liquidity of Rcoins, and maintain the activity of ReportCoin communication network. Furthermore, ReportCoin improves the availability and combines blockchain to prevent adversaries from repudiation and modifying Rcoins effectively. Full nodes worked by mobile users are able to associate the adversaries' identities with their addresses when they forward dishonest messages.
C. TRADING PROPOSITIONS AND PHASE DESCRIPTION
There are two entities shown in Fig. 2 in this incentive mechanism: Interplanetary File System (IPFS), and Users including the Initiator I, the Replier R and the Verifier V, which are described above. To build an incentive reporting announcement network, ReportCoin obeys several trading propositions with Rcoins. The propositions rules are as follows:
Proposition 1 (Initiation of a Reporting Announcement): When a user gets closed to the location and finds a car violation, he/she can work as I and edit reporting message according to the violation, then broadcast the reporting message named RQP, which will cost a certain amount of Rcoins. Once this message is successfully responded, after confirmation of transactions, I will get the corresponding rewards, which will be described in detail in Proposition 3. Of course, the amount of reward Rcoins is usually higher than that of expenditure.
Based on our assumptions, a malicious user is unable to be successfully responded. If an adversary works as I and sends a reporting announcement, few mobile users will reply to the RQP, which reduces Rcoins of the adversary. This improved mechanism ensures that malicious users cannot continuously send reporting messages in ReportCoin. Meanwhile, the feature indicates that honest users with high reputation points are able to conduct more reporting activities, which encourages other more users to work honestly.
Proposition 2 (Reply to an RQP):
After I broadcasts an RQP through WiFi, if there are other mobile witnesses around, they can compete to work as R to reply to the RQP. Once the reporting announcement is verified successfully, R will get several Rcoins as a reward. In order to be more realistic, the frequency of daily user participation in response should be limited. Otherwise, the abuse of replies will have a negative impact on the reliability of information.
Proposition 3 (Finish a Reporting Announcement):
If the mobile user becomes I and be verified successfully to forward the RAPs, I will be rewarded with some Rcoins. Of course, management apartment also works as V to approve the RAP and give a number of Rcoins as bounty.
Proposition 4 (Reputation Usage):
When the mobile user saves enough Rcoins, they can use Rcoins to deduct a certain amount of fine for their own violations, meanwhile, they can also spend to get some useful information like finding a parking space.
Proposition 5 (Mechanism of Reputation Expiration):
In order to increase the enthusiasm of users and maintain the liquidity of network, the mechanism of expiration is necessary, which means if these tokens are not used for a period of time, then it will expire and no longer be used. Moreover, this mechanism prevents malicious users from hoarding Rcoins and improves system availability and security. This rule has been widely adopted in existing work.
Next, we will describe in detail the construction of blockchain and the proposed incentive mechanism.
Construction of Blockchain: The structure of the block is shown below.
Let B h be the block header information. Let B t be the transaction within the block. Let B u be the block header list of the uncle node. The block header is composed of the following data items: The Version Number, the Previous Block Hash, the Timestamp, the Random Number, the Target Hash and so on. The blockchain consists of a number of blocks, which means that the number of blocks on the master chain determines the depth of the blockchain, which is shown as follows:
The Merkle Patricia Tree is calculated using the transaction set to form the last block to date, and the new block Block n ew is constructed by generating the block header B h , the transaction B t in the block and the block header list B u of the uncle node according to the above content.
Algorithm 2 Address Generation Algorithm
Input: the random number generation algorithm G, the key generation algorithm E and the hash function H. 1: Generate a 256bit random number r using G. 2: Generate a public-private key pair (pk, sk) of the user by using the random number r as the parameter of E. The private key is stored by the user. 3: Use the public key as the input of H to calculate the address Add of the user. Output: the address Add.
After reaching the consensus, the miners will mine a new block and record transactions in the current block, then add the new block to the blockchain, waiting for further confirmation:
Firstly, Let H be the hash algorithm SHA-3. Let G be the random number generation algorithm. Let E be the key generation algorithm. Let S be the signature algorithm and V be the verification algorithm. Address generation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2:
Each user's address corresponds to an account in the blockchain system, which stores (nonce, balance), the nonce is the transaction counter and balance is the balance information. Selecting the appropriate block difficulty and initial block user beneficiary to build the creation block Block 0 .
Proposing Transaction: In ReportCoin, users use addresses for transactions without revealing real identities. The transaction is signed data packet of a message sent from an account. Let nonce be the transaction counter. Let addr_from be the sender of the message. Let addr_to be the receiver. Let value be the transaction value. Let data be the transmitted data. Let sig be the signature for confirming the sender. We describe a simple transaction format for ReportCoin, as follows:
The execution process of the transaction is like the state transition process. The birth of a new block means that the state machine has changed. The blockchain is internally composed of a series of transactions. Each transaction within the block is actually based on the original state, executing a state transfer function, processing a transaction and transferring to a new block. The state transition of all transactions within a block is the state transition of a block to the entire blockchain network, which is shown below:
σ is the current state, T is the transaction that needs to be processed, Y is based on the state transition function of the transaction and σ is the latest state.
Four kinds of propositions are defined in ReportCoin based on the Blockchain-based incentive mechanism, as below:
Proposition 1 (Initiation of a Reporting Announcement):
When the reporter J forwards a reporting message, the smart contract will be called to generate the transaction T announce from J to the public. After broadcasting RQPs, the Verifier will verify the related transactions firstly, who competes for being the miner through power competition and is able to provide the Merkle Tree root and path to prove the validity of the transaction. T announce contains as follows:
(nonce j , addr j , addr public , value announce , data announce , sig j ) Proposition 2 (Reply to an RQP): After replying successfully, the smart contract will be called to generate the transaction T reply from public to R, the change will be transferred to other public addresses. T reply contains as follows:
(nonce public , addr public , addr r , value reply , data reply , sig public )
Proposition 3 (Finish a Reporting Announcement):
After finishing reporting, smart contract will be called to generate the transaction T reward from public to J , the change will be transferred to J or other addresses. T reward contains as follows:
(nonce public ,addr public , addr j ,value reward ,data reward ,sig public )
Proposition 4 (Mechanism of Reputation Expiration): Each mobile user obtains Rcoins including a timestamp time.
If Rcoins is not consumed during a lifetime, then it will be destroyed, which prevents the user from hoarding a large number of Rcoins and causing the Rcoins to lose the reputation level evaluation function. T expire is a transaction from any user to the locked account. A locked account that destroys the private key will be generated in ReportCoin, no one can use the account and the account balance is transparent. T expire contains as follows:
(nonce user , addr user , addr lock , value expire , data expire , sig user )
Reaching Consensus: In ReportCoin, mobile users with certain performance (like a mobile vehicle terminal) can synchronize the whole blocks and participate in consensus work. The consensus algorithm is PoW. After generating the new block, the system will generate a mathematical problem. All those involved in the consensus process will compete to be the first to find a solution to this mathematical problem. When the right solution is found, the entire network will broadcast that the user has the right to generate a new block and reward him with a small amount of Rcoins. The new block needs to be confirmed before it is released. The block confirmation algorithm is as follows:
Merkle Patricia Tree is used in ReportCoin. By storing the state in the tree structure, only a small portion of the tree structure needs to be changed for each additional block. In general, most of the tree structure of two adjacent blocks should be the same, so storing data once can be referenced twice with a pointer (i.e., a subtree hash). In addition, since all state information is part of the last block, it is not necessary to store all of the block histories, saving a lot of storage space.
Algorithm 3 Consensus Algorithm
Input: the previous block. 
VII. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS A. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
We will conduct theoretical analysis from multiple aspects to indicate that ReportCoin has advantages in terms of privacypreserving and reliability, including privacy-preserving, reliability, Sybil-Resistance, and prevention of modifying coins, shown as follows.
1) ANONYMITY
We take into account the privacy of the RAPs from mobile users, since only the RAPs will be broadcast wirelessly to other mobile terminals. For adapting the threshold ring signature, the identities of reporting participants during the whole reporting process are protected. The values of threshold and ring will adaptively adjust with reputation points. Meanwhile, in order to solve the problem of signer identity disclosure in the traditional ring signature method, the improved method only selects part members on the ring as the actual signers, due to the disorder of ring, the attacker cannot distinguish the actual signers from all members on the ring. In general, the group of users participating in the signature is concealed in all possible signers on the ring. Therefore, our proposed protocol is able to protect the user's identity privacy during the process of reporting.
In ReportAnnouncement, if the verification finishes successfully, the reporting announcement should be considered valid. Over threshold t participants signing with private keys to confirm the reporting announcement should be known. However, the Verifier does not know the real identities of the participants.
Furthermore, each user can be associated with many transaction addresses in ReportCoin, the owners and number of addresses are unaware. It is difficult to obtain the number of users' transactions and the balance of the accounts in Blockchain. Transactions records are independent and do not contain any sensitive attributes related to mobile users, which is different from traditional anonymity solutions, so ReportCoin is also resistant to linking attacks. Thus, it is difficult to track malicious users due to the characteristics of blockchain, however, we can judge whether the user is malicious by analyzing the corresponding reputation or credit, which will be discussed and dealt with in future work.
2) RELIABILITY
In ReportAnnouncement, digital signatures are used to reply RRPs and protect RAPs, which guarantees the reliability of reporting announcements. Meanwhile, asymmetric encryption ensures repliers cannot be distinguished in the phase of replying, the same as that in the phase of verification. Most people replying and signing with their own private key at a certain time also ensures reliability. If the adversary wants to create forgeries successfully, he must forge valid digital signatures to break the one-way function, which is considered to be negligible. In ReportAnnouncement, we assume there are relatively few malicious users in the network. If an adversary wants to create a dishonest reporting announcement, as a result, the adversary cannot receive enough replies to generate a valid announcement.
3) SYBIL-RESISTANCE
In this paper, the one-time public key is generated and applied to a threshold ring signature algorithm, then we use users' private keys to generate the corresponding signatures. One malicious mobile user cannot manage several private keys at the same time and PoW is used in the consensus phase, which prevents our system from Sybil attack.
For example, in ReportAnnouncement, if the attacker I forges other more than t − 1 users to reply the RQP, the generated dishonest RAP will be detected by V in Verification Phase, because replying requires user private key and no one could forge other t − 1 mobile users' private keys to compute
. . , k r ). The traditional ring signature method uses other people's public keys and personal private key to calculate and sign. Using a one-time public key to avoid address aggregation attacks, which prevents users' public keys exposure during the signature process and improves the security. Moreover, except for some tuples that need to be calculated, the other r − t tuples in each RQPs must be the same.
We use PoW as the consensus algorithm, which prevents malicious users from forging other users to forward the request and achieves Sybil-Resistance. The UID is difficult to tamper and the private key k is also distributed in the protocols. Furthermore, the user's device number will be recorded for each replying, if an attacker R responds to the same announcement more than one time, an error will occur when calculating Sig = (Arr, X ), which is easily detected by V. Thus, R could not sign more than once without others' private key k. VOLUME 7, 2019 
4) PREVENTION OF MODIFYING COINS
Each credit account may be associated with a set of addresses in ReportCoin. When a user uses an address to conduct a transaction, the amount of tokens involved in this transaction may affect the balance of the account. If an adversary attempts to modify the amount of Rcoins, it is necessary for he/she to create a new transaction, which must be confirmed by the majority in the blockchain network. Only when a forged transaction is added to the block can the amount of Rcoins in the account be modified. However, it is quite difficult to tamper with transactions in the blockchain. Thus, our proposed scheme can prevent credit account from modifying attack.
B. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we analyze the feasibility and performance of ReportCoin through simulation experiments. We simulate systematically with a modern PC. The experimental environment is JAVA 1.8. Hardware environment is 2.60GHz Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU, 20.00GB, Win10 system of 64bit. The simulation protocols and patterns are built in strict accordance with the actual scenario of mobile wireless in smart city. In order to perform the simulation experiment better, we carry out experiments in the scenario of the vehicle network environment.
1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF REPORT-ANNOUNCEMENT
Compared to the traditional Elliptic Curve algorithm, in the phase of ring signature, we use the Curve25519 [48] to improve the efficiency of algorithm. In ReportCoin, we combine wireless communication technology in the design phase of ReportAnnouncement protocol and apply smart contract to the development of incentive mechanism. Based on the project [49] , which is a simulation project for VANETs (Vehicular ad hoc networks) security, we improve the simulator and develop our own reporting network to achieve all of the proposed contributions ourselves.
As shown in Fig. 3 , we use the tool from [50] to generate the map around Beijing BUPT (Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. In our experimental scenario, we set 1000 to 2500 mobile terminal users nodes separately to analyze the impact of the number of mobile nodes on the results. Detailed settings for the parameters are listed in Table 4 .
As shown in Fig. 4 , we modify the size of ring and present the different average computation time of three phases, where r ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. Fig. 5 shows the average computation time after using different threshold values and the size of ring is fixed. It can be seen from the results of the simulation experiments above, the efficiency of our proposed system meets the practical requirements, meanwhile, the improved adaptive threshold method based on reputation points increases the success rate of announcement verification.
Especially, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 4 that as the size of the ring increases, the average computation time of each phase increases. When the members of the ring increases, the computational complexity increases accordingly. However, until r = 60, the average computation time of the whole process does not exceed 150ms, which indicates that the proposed scheme has a small delay and can meet the requirements of real-time communication in the real world. In order to analyze the effect of the threshold on the average computation time, we fixed the size of the ring and changed the threshold to record the average time. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 . As the threshold percentage continues to increase, the consumption time of the request phase and the reply phase increases little, and on the contrary, the consumption time of the verification phase increases obviously. The reason is that the impact of the number of participating users on the information communication delay is small. Absolutely, the more users, the more signatures are required in the reply phase, and the signing itself consumes less time, but verifying the signatures during the verification process requires a lot of time because of the complex calculations involved. Therefore, the consumption time of the verification phase will be affected by the number of participating users on the ring. Of course, in order to protect the privacy of mobile users, a large number of signatures need to be forged according to ring signature and ZKP, resulting in most extra computation, which will cost more time and be treated similarly in the verification phase. Therefore, the time consumption of verification phase is also affected by the ring size.
2) RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF REPORT-ANNOUNCEMENT
In order to analyze the reliability of ReportCoin, we conduct two experiments. One is to judge the reliability of reporting announcement generation by changing the number of malicious users. As is shown in Fig. 6 , the probability that forged reporting announcements being maliciously replied to become real announcements is increasing, but even if the malicious users grow to 50%, the success rate is close to 40%. Thus, our scheme makes the reporting announcements reliable. This also can be seen from the opposite side of the results.
In another experiment, we compare our adaptive method with the traditional fixed threshold method. The experimental results in Fig. 7 show that our proposed method makes the reporting announcement rejection rate lower, so the method we proposed is more reliable.
In summary, the reporting success rate of our proposed scheme is higher than the traditional one, which means our scheme has the higher reliability.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel Blockchain-based incentive anonymous reporting system ReportCoin for the management in smart city, which is a novel incentive reporting announcement network with our proposed announcement protocol ReportAnnouncement in WANETs. The method can ensure the reliability of anonymous reporting information without revealing the identities of mobile terminal users, and at the same time, maintain high efficiency in the non-fullytrusted environment. Simulation experiment results indicate ReportAnnouncement is much efficient than the traditional protocol. Furthermore, the proposed Blockchain-based incentive mechanism encourages mobile users to actively participate in responding. Meanwhile, through theoretical analysis, the security of user identity and transactions is enhanced due to the properties of blockchain tamper-resistance and decentralization. The records on the blockchain are open and transparent and can also serve as warnings to other people, making it easier for the management department to carry out work. For future work, we plan to improve the consensus algorithm to improve efficiency and propose a better malicious user tracking mechanism in ReportCoin. 
